**Grammar**

**What is a sentence?**

**Learn**

A **sentence** is a group of words which **makes sense** by itself. It should begin with a capital letter. Most sentences end with a full stop.
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The dragon came out of the cave.   Living in a cave

This is a proper sentence.   This is not a sentence.

1. **Tick the sentences. Cross those which are not sentences.**

   A dragon has wings. ___  here comes ___
   it's a lovely ___  Don't fight or argue. ___
   Sometimes it rains. ___  My aunt gave me a present. ___
   wagging its tail ___  in the sky ___

2. **Finish these and make them into proper sentences.**

   The dragon ________________________________
   When the sun shines __________________________
   Sharks can _________________________________
   My dog likes to ____________________________
   The unhappy girl was ________________________
   At night _________________________________
3. Copy these sentences and put in the capital letters and full stops.

   Remember to put in the capital letters and full stops.

   the dragon went to sleep
   ______________________________________
   some children like crisps
   ______________________________________
   my bedroom is very untidy
   ______________________________________
   stars come out at night
   ______________________________________

4. Write the words in the correct order to make proper sentences.
   Do it like this: dogs bark can dogs can bark.

   in sky birds the fly
   ______________________________________
   cats white are some
   ______________________________________
   a you kick ball
   ______________________________________
   the park child to went the
   ______________________________________
   car very the fast went
   ______________________________________

   Do it like this: The cat saw a bird.

   ______________________________________
   ______________________________________
   ______________________________________
   ______________________________________
   ______________________________________